The paper presents a short introduction to several electronic resources for Ukrainian language, namely, two treebanks: the Gold standard (ab. 130 thousand tokens), manually annotated in the Universal Dependencies flavour (https://universaldependencies.org/), which comprises the training data for a machine-trained syntactic parser, and a big (near 3 billion tokens), automatically annotated General Treebank (also known as Zvidusil), as well as a valency dictionary, developed by the Institute for Ukrainian, NGO (Kyiv) in 2015-2019 (https://mova.institute/). We also describe an experimental usage of the valency dictionary information to boost the performance of the syntactic parser. As a proof of concept, we discuss the case of syntactic and morphological ambiguity of frequently used Ukrainian pronouns його, її, їх ‘his, her, their’ and ways of improving the syntactic parser’s performance using the supervised machine learning techniques with a theoretical linguistic support. Apart from the multiple morphological ambiguity (24+ possible tags for each of these forms), one of the challenges connected with the presented linguistic phenomenon, is that its correct disambiguation involves anaphora resolution and semantic roles identification. On the one hand, this makes the disambiguation process much more complicated, given the followed annotation design, on the other hand, by resolving a seemingly low-level (morphological) problem we gain a bonus in the form of significant textual analysis hints which can be later used in various NLP applications for Ukrainian. The present article is a practical follow-up of its more theoretical predecessor (Kotsyba, Moskalevskyi 2018 [11]), where the linguistic underpinnings of the syntactic and morphological interpretation of the pronouns його, її, їх in comparison with other Slavic languages are presented in greater detail.
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Introduction

High accuracy syntactic and morphological parsing still remains one of the biggest challenges of the natural language processing, especially for the morphologically rich languages like Ukrainian. In the present paper we are going to describe some of the disambiguation problems we have encountered while training a syntactic and morphological parser for Ukrainian and possible ways to cope with them. The paper is structured as follows: Sections 2 and 3 give a short overview of the language resources used (composition of treebanks, the syntactic parser’s performance, peculiarities of annotation, and the valency dictionary in development), Section 4 describes an experiment conducted to verify how making the parser partially valency aware reflects its performance for the investigated structure, Section 5 is an overview of possible disambiguation solutions, and finally Section 6 presents conclusions and possible further work.

Treebanks and the parser used

The presented below resources are being currently developed by Institute for Ukrainian, NGO as a grass root initiative in partial cooperation with the faculty of philology of Kyiv Mohyla Academy, see also [10]. They are made publicly available for non-commercial use.

The present1 IU Gold standard Treebank (“IU” in its title stands for “Institute for Ukrainian”) contains fragments of genre balanced texts from the XX–XXIst centuries, amounting to over 130K manually annotated tokens with morphological and syntactic features. The morphological annotation quality was assured by a 2+1 system, where two independent annotators worked on the same texts and the third annotator resolved any discrepancies in their annotation. The syntactic part is being developed within the Universal Dependencies (hence, UD) project2 since November 2015, which makes it conceptually aligned with other 70+ languages and quality attested. This layer of annotation is done by only one human annotator but later it goes through checks by other annotators and the whole Treebank is subjected to more than two hundred of manually designed and programmed consistency tests.

IU General Treebank (Zvidusil)3 is parsed automatically based on the training data of the Gold standard. It contains 2 848 203 658 tokens, mainly harvested from the Internet or granted by friendly publishing houses. The essential parts of it are: fiction (also translated), newspapers, fora, blogs, manuals, documents. Both Gold and General Treebanks are the first syntactic resources for the Ukrainian language of this size and quality4.

---

1 Starting from of May 2018, both treebanks are searchable through one of the alternative engines: https://mova.institute/kontext or https://mova.institute/bonito. IU Gold Treebank can be downloaded from https://mova.institute or https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/UD_Ukrainian-IU/tree/dev.
2 https://universaldependencies.org
3 The original name is Zvidusil, from Ukrainian звідусіль meaning ‘from everywhere’.
4 Another existing project dedicated to Ukrainian syntax that deserves attention is developed at the Institute of Philology of Kyiv National University (http://www.mova.info/Page2.aspx?l1=14) but as of March 2019 it looks like rather a small, experimental resource as compared to ours: http://www.mova.info/syntaxis_search.aspx
The morphosyntactic and syntactic parser was trained on the Gold standard Treebank and its performance on 15K test set as of May 2018 is summarised in Table 1 below:

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>metric</th>
<th>on plain text (%)</th>
<th>pretokenised (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>universal parts of speech</td>
<td>97.25</td>
<td>97.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UD morphological features</td>
<td>91.48</td>
<td>91.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UD whole tags</td>
<td>90.87</td>
<td>91.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lemmas</td>
<td>98.2</td>
<td>98.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAS: unlabelled attachment score (head without relation)</td>
<td>79.27</td>
<td>82.1 (also manually premorphotagged)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAS: labelled attachment score (head and relation)</td>
<td>75.52</td>
<td>79.89 (also manually premorphotagged)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Even though the parser performs quite well as compared with corpora for other languages in UD, with roughly every 10\textsuperscript{th} morphological and 4\textsuperscript{th} syntactic tag being wrong, its everyday working use for linguistic analysis is still not possible. This is the reason why we are looking for ways to enhance its parsing performance. The analysis of typical parsing mistakes of the IU syntactic parser reveals that it copes well with very frequent phenomena but requires better training with respect to rare ones. Pronouns make one of the problems which deserves special attention due to a high frequency of their use. Some of the contexts they appear in, however, are not so frequent and may cause difficulties for automatic parsing.

Quality of annotation largely depends on the annotation scheme design and the chosen level of its granularity, and to some extent can be manipulated by adjusting both the parameters. However, in the case of the syntactic parser trained on the Gold Treebank, the area for manoeuvres is limited by the accepted international standards of annotation, namely, the scheme used by the Universal Dependencies initiative. The UD project, whose aim is a consistent cross-linguistic syntactic annotation of many languages, started in 2013 and by March 2019 the quantity of languages has grown to 76, with a dozen more upcoming. The Ukrainian branch has been developed there since 2015, and by July 2018 five stable releases had been produced. The annotation scheme used in UD has its roots in the Stanford dependencies for English [3], Google universal part-of-speech tags [15], and the Interset interlingua for morphosyntactic tagsets [18], but it is still constantly evolving to reach better consistency throughout the involved languages. Apart from the necessary common core of the universal parts of speech, features, and relations, each language may have language-specific features as well, so its peculiarity is not compromised for the sake of the general “good”.

The Ukrainian version of the UD tagset has its roots in the MULTTEXT-East v.4 (MONDILEX, or MTE for short) morphosyntactic tagset, for more details see [5, 7]. In the light of the present research this relation is important, as the discrepancies in the pronouns conceptualisation in both projects were reflected later on some aspects of their (pronouns) annotation. In particular, MTE was focused rather on the morphological and partly also etymological aspects of pronouns while leaving the syntactic function to be dealt with at the level of syntax.

---

5 State-of-the art parsers, e.g. Stanford [4] reach far better performance (up to 87.5 % LAS), but do not support plugging in a morphological dictionary, which is needed for our experiments. We therefore use UDPipe.

6 In this context “universal” refers to those used in the Universal Dependencies (UD) project.
**Table 2**

Possible combinations of tags for Ukrainian pronouns in MULTEXT-East v.4 (MONDILEX)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POS</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Ref_Type</th>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Animate</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Synt_Typ</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>p</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>sp</td>
<td>ngdail</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td>я, мене, ти, тобі, ми, нами, ви, вас</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>p</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>mfn</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>ngdail</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td>він, вона, воно, його, її, йому, ним, нею, ньому, ній</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>p</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>p</td>
<td>ngdail</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td>вони, їх, їм, ними, них</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>disqrzgx</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>ngdil</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>такий, цього</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>disqrzgx</td>
<td>fn</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>ngdail</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>така, цього, цій, оте</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>disqrzgx</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>ngdil</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>такі, таких, цим</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>disqrzgx</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>yn</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>того, такого, тих, таких, той</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>disqrzgx</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>тих, ті</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UD has a unified treatment of pronouns with respect to their syntactic environment. Therefore, the forms його, її, їх ‘his, her, their’ receive 24 additional tags each as possessive pronouns to support the noun agreement information in UD, in addition to the original, much fewer, personal pronouns tags in MTE.

Example of pronoun tags in the UD Gold Treebank for Ukrainian 2 out of 29 available tags for the form його.

його він PRON Case=Acc|Gender=Masc|Number=Sing|Person=3|PronType=Prs
його його DET Case=Nom|Gender=Masc|Number=Sing|Person=3|Poss=Yes|PronType=Prs|Uninflect=Yes

This multiplicity of tags is a cause of disambiguation trouble in general, although most often it is the basic possessive (DET)::personal (PRON) distinction which is of the most practical significance.

Introduction of the possessive interpretation of його, її, їх pronouns demands automatic disambiguation in the cases with which even human annotators themselves may have troubles. Let us discuss some examples first.

In the easiest situation, when these forms precede nouns, they are possessives, while when they precede verbs, they are personal pronouns replacing some of the verbal arguments (most often Agent of Patient). However, there is a specific type of situation when nominal and verbal qualities are mixed, namely, the gerundial form (in academic grammars and dictionaries of Ukrainian these are nouns of the deverbal origin ending with -ння/-ття). Example of the possessive use of the pronoun: 9

Природно, що соціологія найчастіше повинна розглядати індивіда і його положення і значення в різних соціальних зв'язках.’ Naturally, sociology most often has to consider the individual and his/her position and significance in various social relationships.’

---

8 Following the way it is done in [11], we will be using the term “gerund-like form” (GLF, for short) to talk about such nouns in a generalised way, before disambiguating them into nouns or gerunds proper.
9 Demo of the on-the-fly parsing is available at https://mova.institute/аналізатор.
Fig. 1. Parsing results for the possessive pronoun, tree mode

The same sentence parse can be shown in the table format.\footnote{Mind the highlighted option \textit{таблиця} ‘table’ vs \textit{дуга} ‘arc’ at the bottom of the screenshot. There is also an option for the universal (in the UD sense), English names of the morphological tags and relations, but we will be using here the translated ones for the convenience of the target Ukrainian user.}

Example of the quasi-possessive use of the pronoun, where його ‘his’ refers to the proper name subject “Роберт Мюллер”, the Agent of the gerundial action.

Інформацію було передано адвокату Роберту Мюллера в рамках його розслідування. ‘The information was forwarded to the lawyer Robert Muller as part of his investigation.’

Fig. 3. Parsing results for the Agent pronoun role, tree mode

Such uses are treated as possessive in our approach, given a broad understanding of possessivity. The main reason is to differentiate this use from the Patient one, which is illustrated below.
Example of the non-possessive use of the pronoun, where it stands for a semantic Patient:

Особливості надання спеціальних дозволів на здійснення господарської діяльності з геологічного вивчення запасів газу (метану), його видобування на шахтах визначаються відповідно до цього Закону. ‘The peculiarities of providing special permits for carrying out economic activity on geological exploration of gas (methane), its mining in mines are determined in accordance with this Law.’

Even though sentences with several pronouns surrounding the GLF are considered non-grammatical, most likely due to their challenged comprehensibility, they still happen in the real language use. The query [word="їх|її|його"] [lemma=".*(ння|ття)"] [word="їх|її|його"] to Zvidusil treebank returned 373 results. In our case they are good illustrations of a predicate (gerund, in this case) accompanied by both semantic roles, when one of the pronominal uses is possessive (or rather quasi-possessive, as it stands for the Agent role) and the other is personal (stands for the Patient). Of course, many of the hits represent cases when both pronouns refer to different predicates, but there are quite a few examples of the pattern in question, as in the example below:

Ії розуміння його в ту саму мить стало довершеним. ‘And at that very moment her understanding of it was perfect.’

We can also notice that when the second pronoun is omitted, the most prominent (and probably the only possible) interpretation of the first pronoun changes to the personal (Patient) one. For more details, comparison with other Slavic languages, and explanation see [11].

Sometimes GLFs lose traces of their origin and function as nouns (for example, they are able to pluralise and can get adjectival modifiers of the non-predicative nature), e.g. життя, стаття, оголошення. However, they can still be homonymous to real gerunds, cf. the example below.

… враховуючи те, що обвинувальний висновок міститься на майже 500 сторінках у чотирьох томах, його/adj оголошення може розтягнутися на кілька днів. ‘Given that the indictment takes almost 500 pages in four volumes, its announcing may extend for several days.’

Since most frequent use of the word оголошення ‘poster/advertisement/announcement’ is nominal, the parser mistakenly treats the gerundial forms as nominal either. It is only with the help of the semantic hints: activity verb розтягнутися ‘extend’ and the temporal modifier of period на кілька днів ‘for several days’, that one can identify the gerund proper in this sentence.

The example above clearly belongs to the more complicated cases and is out of the scope of the present research. However, it is a good illustration of the diversity of the problem which proves that we should not expect its full solution using one particular method but should rather seek some approximation. Therefore we will first concentrate on less ambiguous examples, where the lemma of the GLF is sufficient to discern the grammatical quality of the pronoun. Since gerunds most often inherit valency patterns from their ancestor verbs, information about valency of verbs from which the gerunds are derived seems to be a valuable source of information.
Extracting valency information

Valency information was extracted semi automatically from the Dictionary of Ukrainian language (SUM, 26], the biggest currently existing dictionary with definitions of meanings of Ukrainian words), and later revised manually11. SUM contains partial grammatical information about entries given in a loose textual form and this was the main source of valency information for us. The digital unparsed version of SUM available at http://sum.in.ua/ was used for this purpose. SUM contains very few noun entries with valency information. Those with reference to verbs do not have any additional grammatical information. A simplifying assumption was taken that gerunds inherit valency patterns of their ancestor verbs. The linking between GLFs and the verbs was established on the basis of semantic definitions of the former which in most cases state explicitly “action according to the meaning of ‘verb x’”, where ‘verb x’ is the infinitive form of the gerund’s derivative basis. Here is an example of such an entry:

ВИЗНАННЯ, я, рідко ВИЗНАТТЯ, я, сер. 1. Дія за значенням визнати 1—3.

Gerunds extracted on the basis of word definitions are this way already disambiguated from their nominalised homonyms. For simplicity, the remaining meanings are just not taken into consideration but they exist and add to GLFs’ lexical ambiguity. The word визнання ‘recognition’ illustrated earlier has two more lexicalised meanings, and practically all other gerunds do.

Currently the valency database for Ukrainian includes 39207 verb meaning definitions, part of which are mapped to 7450 gerundial forms (gerunds proper). 14454 verb meanings are unambiguously transitive, 20560 are unambiguously intransitive, and 4193 (about 10%) can be either transitive or not. The derived gerunds comprise 3527 unambiguously transitive, 1407 unambiguously intransitive, and 2516 (about 34%) ambiguous forms, respectively.

Example of valency presentation and linking:

Для його відновлення потрібно десятки мільйонів гривень… ‘For its renovation tens of millions hryvnyas are needed…’

The above sample sentence from the experimental test set is linked to two valency dictionary entries. It uses information on transitivity for the ancestor verb through the intermediate dictionary for gerunds, see two corresponding examples of dictionary entries below.

A working valency dictionary entry for a gerund (mind the two possible ancestors indicated here, transitive and intransitive ones): ВІДНОВЛЕННЯ відновити й відновитися 1-3 verb action:state 1. 3 Дія і стан за знач. відновити й відновитися 1-3.


The above pattern includes: the basic form, its phonetic and aspectual variants (imp. stands for the ‘imperfective’), transitivity marker (перех. is short for ‘transitive’ in Ukrainian), meaning number (1.), lemma related valency pattern, meaning related pattern (in this case these are identical), morphosyntactic pattern for the argument (in this case it is only the direct object expressed by the accusative case), for the lemma and for the meaning. Comparing meaning valency patterns for particular meanings with the general, lemma related ones, gives information about potential ambiguity.

Of course, there are more simplifications and assumptions in the present model to consider: 1) the dictionary does not contain all the existing forms and all the existing meanings of the listed forms; 2) as shown in [21, 23], Ukrainian gerunds are strongly grammatical and can be generated on the fly, making

11 The presented resource actually grows into an independent valency dictionary. While it is currently in a very raw state, there are plans to enrich it with missing valency information from corpora and publish for machine and human use.
use of the generative power of language [16]. Their presence in a dictionary therefore rather reflects the frequency of their usage and discrepancies with the real language use can be expected. All these circumstances contribute to the grey zone of the experimental results that are responsible for a considerable part of the failures in the experiment. The purpose of the experiment thus was to estimate the scope of this grey zone and of the impact of the valency information in its most basic form for disambiguating GLFs’ dependent pronouns. The next section shows some details of this procedure.

4. Experiment

An additional specific test set (SpecTS) with utterances containing a 3rd person pronoun and GLF pattern was created to test the impact of our improving efforts. A simple (string based) query pattern was used to extract them from the Zvidusil Treebank: \[\text{word=“їх|її|його” } \text{ lemma=“.*(ння|ття)”}\]. The set contains 150 samples from: fiction (60), fora (30), newspapers (30), and additional random genre (30); to randomise the selection only one occurrence per document was allowed. This test set was later added to the testing part of the Gold Treebank to see whether and which of our changes led to corrections of the pronoun labelling by the parser.

![Fig. 6. Fragment of the concordance on which SpecTS was based](https://lab.mova.institute/files/pomylky_robochoho_tb.html)

The first step was to modify the tags in the Gold corpus to comply with our revised theoretical assumptions about gerunds described above and retrain the parser. The results improved slightly, see column “fixes” in Table 3 below. The next step was adding basic valency information for GLF, to check how transitivity of the verb from which the GLF was derived influences the parser’s behaviour.

The results of the transitivity aware parser were compared against the basic line results. The discrepancies were analysed and grouped. Manually crafted consistency tests\(^{12}\) were used for automatic

\(^{12}\) The consistency checks are regenerated upon each new corpus build and can be traced at: https://lab.mova.institute/files/pomylky_robochoho_tb.html.
detection of problematic areas, e.g. pronoun parsed as noun in the context of a gerund derived from an intransitive verb is a signal of a potential error, see Figure 7.

The consistency checks also helped to ensure no errors crept into SpecTS annotations. The last column of Table 3 shows how information on transitivity improves given reasonably consistent (fixed) tagging of pronouns.

The analysis of mistaken parses (i.e. of what the parser “refuses” to learn) in the SpecTS reveals an extended picture of the same problems as detected on the smaller set based on the Gold Treebank, described in greater detail in [11]. However, the bigger scope of the set combined with the transitivity awareness background presents a better overview of the phenomena in question, which makes it easier to define further directions of work to overcome the ambiguity problem. They are presented further in Section 5.

Fig. 7. Fragment of the validation results

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>metric</th>
<th>baseline</th>
<th>fixes</th>
<th>fixes+valency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>specific test errs/ %acc</td>
<td>75 (50%)</td>
<td>71 (47.33%)</td>
<td>66 (44%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parts of speech</td>
<td>97.25</td>
<td>97.25</td>
<td>97.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>features</td>
<td>91.48</td>
<td>91.58</td>
<td>91.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole tags</td>
<td>90.87</td>
<td>91.03</td>
<td>90.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lemmas</td>
<td>98.20</td>
<td>98.16</td>
<td>98.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAS computed</td>
<td>79.27</td>
<td>80.11</td>
<td>79.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAS computed</td>
<td>75.52</td>
<td>76.28</td>
<td>75.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend (for raws): fixes — model trained on fixed Gold TB. Validation rules were utilising valency dictionary; fixes+valency — valency feature added to the Gold and to the UDPipe's morphological dictionary, UDPipe was retrained; (for columns): computed = morphotagged by UDPipe; the rest of the explanations are the same as for Table 1.
Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>metric</th>
<th>baseline</th>
<th>fixes</th>
<th>fixes+valency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>features</td>
<td>91.61</td>
<td>91.71</td>
<td>91.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole tags</td>
<td>91.00</td>
<td>91.16</td>
<td>90.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lemmas</td>
<td>98.43</td>
<td>98.40</td>
<td>98.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAS</td>
<td>82.10</td>
<td>82.87</td>
<td>79.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAS</td>
<td>79.89</td>
<td>80.50</td>
<td>81.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: precomputed for morphological results (features) and lemmas = pretokenised, for syntactic results (UAS, LAS) = manually premorphotagged.

The “fixes” column shows the improvement of the test results after bringing some consistency in annotating ウオ, い, に in pregerundial position in the Gold standard Treebank. The discrepancies were caused by using different approaches during the manual annotation that were partly caused by diverging guidelines in MTE and UD\(^\text{13}\).

Adding valency deserves a longer comment, also because for the whole tags and feature sets the results of the automatic, trained annotation slightly dropped. This is caused by the fact that the transitivity/intransitivity markers for gerunds (partial valency information), after having been fed to the parser, have become an integral additional feature in the tag. Even if all other than transitivity features in the tag were guessed correctly, the failure in one feature means the failure of the whole tag. Therefore, the parser had to guess this marker for all unknown cases as well, including those not listed in the dictionary, and was evaluated accordingly. Let us also remember that the markers were projected from the transitivity values of the verbs from which the gerunds were derived and that there are some naturally explained gaps there.

In many cases the pronoun was mistakenly treated as a separate argument of the preceding verb, so, transitivity of the gerund did not play any role in the interpretation of the pronoun that it followed. If the parser had also been aware of valency demands of all other predicates, verbs in the first turn, the situation might have been different. Some other possible reasons for failures are as follows:

1) The training set was really small as for the needs of machine learning, even though it was good enough to show where the problems can be expected. We need enough training cases for the parser to establish the association between transitivity and the role of the pronoun. At the moment it seems that it relies on the information about particular lemmas rather than on this kind of abstraction.

2) The added training set only included the annotation of the correct pronominal form (DET or PRON) but all other words in the sentences were left untagged. Hence, other parsing mistakes could influence the result of the whole parse.

3) The gerundial context itself is often not enough. It is necessary to include into the training set sentences using the same combination of a pronoun and GLF lexeme where the pronoun has either the possessive or personal interpretation depending on the wider context.

4) The UDPipe parser is based on statistics, which nowadays already starts looking a bit old-fashioned. There are strong indications that neural network based parsers will be able to generate models with better inferring abilities, so that even explicitly fed valency information may be not necessary. However, no matter how good the learning system is, the quality of the data is crucial, so it is better to identify the gaps beforehand.

Disambiguation pointers

The semantic role pointers were ordered from relatively clear cases, where the type of the GLF itself decides whether it can (and need to) take the direct object or not, to more sophisticated ones, with a gradual expansion of the necessary context. We analysed mainly errors but some correctly parsed samples are used for better illustration as well.

---

\(^{13}\) It has to be noted that UD’s guidelines were much less consistent at the beginning of the project than they are now.
Noun markers:

1) There are many frequently used nouns with concrete meaning and no or hardly any connection with the verb which are erroneously tagged as gerund, e.g. животні 'life' (stylistically marked), насіння 'seed', місцевонахождения 'placement', стаття 'article', etc. We could list them in a special dictionary and tag in some specific way to make them visible for the tagger as different from other GLFs.

2) Plural form can point to nouns, at least we did not find any contradicting examples so far, but this is still to be proved, e.g. похвалила перві її оповідання `(she) praised his first short stories`.

3) Coordination of the unlike is a known phenomenon in the natural language but in this case is rather marginal, so we may most often expect that if one of the conjuncts can be clearly identified as a gerund or a lexicalisation, then the ambiguous one has the same status. Most of the examples found so far confirm this thesis. At the same time, primary nouns get coordinated more eagerly – only one case was found with gerunds’ coordination, the last one from the three listed below. But of course, ambiguous forms also coordinate and then we need to look for other criteria (see examples for the “left head” below).

   Все її кохання, ніжні пеясті, піклування про нього і ця її дитяча грайливість - невжеле оце все тільки удавання? ‘All her love, tender caresses, caring for him and this her childish playfulness - is it all just a make-believe?’

   Які його завдання її обов’язки? ‘What are his tasks and responsibilities?’

   Густина органічної маси, супутніх порід, рядового вугілля, продуктів їх збагачення і розсортування. ‘Density of organic mass, contiguous rocks, ordinary coal, products of their enrichment and sorting’.

4) Examples of the left side syntactic head for pronouns in fact happen quite frequently and deserve more attention, e.g. позбавити його знання полковника ‘to deprive him of the rank of colonel’, обіцяни їх знаннями й уміннями ‘arming them with knowledge and skills’. The verb on the left expects the direct object on its right side and it is reasonable to let the parser know about this by providing valency information for verbs proper, not only GLFs. Of course, if the verb is modal, then it is more possible that its direct object will be a gerund proper.

   Among less stable markers of nouns we can mention attributes (adjectives) of non-predicative nature and verbs with concrete meanings (also demanding nouns with concrete meanings). Examples are omitted for the sake of sparing space.

Gerund – Agent markers

GLFs derived from intransitive only verbs (with no reflexive counterparts), such as: existence/being and their phases; mental processes; social interaction and speech verbs, including independent reflexive and independent reciprocal verbs, will have a quasi-possessive (Agent) argument. To help the parser identify them we can provide more training examples and more specific valency information, i.e. using a dedicated intransitive only tag to differentiate them from lexicalised GLFs (maybe the machine still “considers” action/process more relevant than argument’s semantic role while learning)

Existence of another dependent of the GLF in the genitive case is a good marker of Agent interpretation for the pronoun, e.g. він не висувається в його розуміння норм моралі суспільства ‘he does not fit into his understanding of the norms of society’s morals’. It is in fact stronger than the semantic type (Patient/Theme of understanding can be „human” as well as Agent), the genitive expression of Patient/Theme is also possible. On the other hand, for concrete nouns the presence of the genitive is not an obstacle, as the two genitive modifiers belong to different places in the syntactic hierarchy and have different “supersenses” according to (Blodgett, Schneider 2018), see also example about rank of colonel above, for which this test does not work.

   Direct object can also be already present in another form, e.g. the infinitive, and this also blocks the possibility of Patient/Theme interpretation for the pronoun, e.g.:

   Україна також не лишається остергнуто цього тренду, популярність блогерів та їх вміння доносити інформацію до аудиторії зумовлює нову обидва проектів. ‘Ukraine also does not stay away from this trend, the popularity of bloggers and their ability to communicate information to the audience leads to the emergence of new projects.’
Gerund – Patient markers

For some verbs direct objects cannot be dropped, i.e., even without the explicitly expressed direct object the only possible reading of the genitive is that of Patient. In other words, if Agent is expressed by a full lexical word in the genitive and no Patient is mentioned at all, the sentence is ungrammatical.

Причини правопорушень — це соціальні явища різного рівня, що призводять до їх вчинення на масовому, груповому та індивідуальному рівнях. ‘The causes of offenses are social phenomena of different levels which lead to their committing at mass, group, and individual levels.’

Традиційний підхід до виробництва, незалежно від виду продукції — це її виготовлення і контроль якості... ‘Traditional approach to a product, regardless of product type - is its manufacturing and quality control...’

In general, if no other pointers are present, nouns are more frequent than gerunds, but this is certainly not a criterion we are looking for. Nouns’ contexts are too diverse, and even when described, they may still have several interpretations, which does not allow us to build a robust decision tree. A valency dictionary for nouns could be a good starting point in this direction.

Anaphora

Anaphora is a costly tool and should be used when other resources are exhausted. Gender and number markers are often helpful to identify it (although see less standard example below). In most cases the principle of the closest mentioned entity can be used. Here are some examples which demonstrate this:

Природні канаклізми були, і є будуть, тому в їх передбаченні чуда не бачу. ’Natural disasters did, do, and will happen, therefore, I do not see any miracle in their foreseeing.’

Голодомор це злочин проти української нації, а отже його заперечення це приниження гідності й нації також. ’The Holodomor is a crime against the Ukrainian nation, and therefore its denial is the humiliation of dignity of the nation as well.’

– Вітаю його винення. ’My congrats to the father of Tereveni with birth :)’ (Tereveni, lit. ‘chitter-chatter’ or ‘chat’, is the title of a forum portal; probably “birthday” was meant instead of “birth”, although the latter use is acceptable in the colloquial language.)

In the first case we certainly deal with reflexivisation because a male cannot give birth. (Another problem is that “birth” can be used metaphorically here and refers to “birth” of the forum in par with “father of the forum”, but this is beyond our concern at the moment). The last example can have either interpretation.

Reflexivisation is just one of numerous illustrations of underspecifying in the language. Many other ambiguous constructions may be resolved with the help of a bigger context and human help. They are subject to further investigation.
Concluding remarks and future work

A detailed analysis of the selected pronouns ambiguity problem revealed that many different layers of language representation are involved and that in the end this is not the simplest problem to start with when trying to improve the parsing accuracy. However, the choice of the subject matter was dictated by practical needs, and, when one starts exploring a new area, there is always a risk that the path may be more complicated than one expected.

In [11] we had defined the principles of consistent annotation of pronouns in one specific, frequently used construction and corrected the Gold Treebank annotations according to them. In this follow-up research we have tested the parser’s performance after making it aware of the transitivity status of the gerund’s derivational basis verb. This experience shows that bringing consistency to data is as much important as feeding additional information to the parser. Machine learning works according to the principle “As you sow, so shall you reap” and very often revising the structure of the fed input, better organisation of the internal logics, helps the machine to grasp the patterns behind the data. This also works in the opposite direction – if the machine cannot learn the pattern (and the algorithm works well for other data) one of the reasons may be that the data are not well organised.

No matter who does the tagging task, the machine or the human, they need to have good instructions in the form of a theoretical description (for humans) or consistently tagged training data in accordance to the theory (for machines), otherwise failures are going to be propagated in either case. To prepare this background we need to understand the subject matter profoundly, which basically means that we have to solve the problem fully at the theoretical level to be able to supervise the machine learning process. Sufficient training data means that for each potentially ambiguous situation we need to prepare a training set which will make it possible for the machine to induce the underlying rules. The experience with the presented research problem also teaches us that quality prevails over quantity, and working with the natural language is not only (if any) the matter of the big data collection. Corpus gives the researchers an excellent opportunity to verify, develop, and tune their theories. Bootstrapping with specific case training sets seems a very promising corpora correction technique.

The directions for future work are outlined in Section 5 and we may continue our investigation by moving from the “lower hanging fruit” towards the “higher hanging” ones. Besides, we may consider studying the behaviour of other suffix groups of deverbal nouns, the question of valency patterns inheritance, impact of the semantic categories of verbs and their lexical and grammatical aspect, creating bigger and more specific training sets.

And a final remark: while preparing English translations of the Ukrainian examples for this paper we were using the Google Translate service. The quality of machine translation has recently advanced significantly and is no longer the subject of users’ jokes but our construction was very often translated with errors, which means that anaphora resolution, valency patterns, and semantic roles assignment are still weak points for the artificial intelligence. For us this also means that this study and its possible continuation, by contributing to the linguistic knowledge in general, can be beneficial for other natural language processing tasks.
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